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(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a method for producing a building as a timber-frame construction, frame construction, or 
post and beam construction, having a supporting framework consisting of pillars and/or struts, comprising the following steps: a) in 
the regions of subsequent pillars and/or struts of the timber-frame construction, frame construction, or post and beam construction 
plate-shaped wall building elements are provided with screws in such a way that the tips thereof protrude into the subsequent pillars 
and/or struts; b) behind the plate-shaped wall building elements shutterings for the supporting framework consisting of pillars and/or 
struts are produced from strips and/or insulating material; c) the shuttered regions for the framework are filled with a load-bearing, 
curable compound, in particular with concrete, wherein the hardening compound flows around the screws used in step a); d) after 
step a), at the latest after the curing of the compound, the plate-shaped wall elements are set up, fixed, and aligned; e) installation 
elements for electrical power, water, heating, etc. are mounted on the outer face of the plate-shaped wall building elements; f) plate
shaped wall building elements are fixed to the outer faces of the pillars and/or struts of the supporting timber-frame construction, 
frame construction, or post and beam structure; g) the remaining spaces between the plate-shaped wall building elements, the 
elements of the supporting framework, and/or the installation elements for electrical power, water, heating, etc. are filled with a bulk 
material or an insulating material.

(57) Zusammenfassung:
[Fortsetzung auf der nachsten Seite]
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Die Erfindung richtet sich auf ein Verfahren zur Elerstellung ernes Gebaudes als Fachwerk-, Rahmen- oder Standerbau, mil einem 
tragenden Geriist aus Standem und/oder Streben, mil folgenden Schritten: a) Plattenformige Wandbauelemente werden in den 
Bereichen spaterer Slander und/oder Streben des Fachwerks, Rahmen- oder Standerbaus mil Schrauben versehen, derart, dass 
deren Spitzen in die spateren Slander und/oder Streben hineinragen; b) durch Leisten und/oder Isolationsmaterial werden hinter 
den plattenformigen Wandbauelementen Schalungen fur das tragende Geriist aus Standem und/oder Streben angefertigt; c) die 
verschalten Bereiche fur das Geriist werden mit einer tragfahigen, aushartenden Masse gefullt, insbesondere mit Belon, wobei die 
erhartende Masse die im Schritt a) eingesetzten Schrauben umfliesst; d) nach dem Schritt a), spatestens nach dem Ausharten der 
Masse, werden aus die plattenformigen Wandelemente aufgestellt, fixiert und ausgerichtet; e) Installationselemente fur Strom, 
Wasser, Heizung, etc. werden an der AuBenseite der plattenformigen Wandbauelemente montiert; f) plattenformige 
Wandbauelemente werden an den AuBenseiten der Slander und/oder Streben des tragenden Fachwerk-, Rahmen- oder 
Standergeriists fixiert; g) die verbliebenen Zwischenraume zwischen den plattenformigen Wandbauelementen, den Elementen des 
tragenden Geriists und/oder den Installationselmenten fur Strom, Wasser, Eleizung, etc. werden mit einem Schuttmaterial oder mit 
einem Isoliermaterial gefullt.
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and-bearn construction, plate-shaped wail structural elements are provicteo 

with elongated anchoring parts, such that the free ends thereof protrude into 

the later pillars and/or struts:
b) shutterings for the supporting framework made of pillars and/or struts are 

manufactured by brackets and/or insulation material behind the plate-shaped 

wall structural elements;
c) the shuttered regions for the framework are filled using a loadbearing, curing 

compound, in particular using concrete, wherein the curing compound flows 

around the screws used in step a);

d) after step a), at latest after the curing of the compound, the plate-shaped wall 

elements are set up, fixed, and aligned;

e) installation elements for power, water, heating, etc. are mounted on the outer 

side of the plate-shaped wall structural elements;

f) plate-shaped wall structural elements are fixed on the outer sides of the pillars 

and/or struts of the supporting timber-frame, frame, or post-and-beam 

framework;
a) the remaining intermediate spaces between the plate-shaped wall structural 

elements, the elements of the supporting framework, and/or the installation 

elements for power, water, heating, etc. are filled using an insulating material.

This procedure, constructing a wall from one wall panel gradually up to the opposite 

one -- in particular in the case of exterior walls more or less from the inside to the 

outside - fundamentally differs from the previously performed procedure, of firstly 

building a shell in the form of a framework in the interior of the wall and then 

paneling this framework, which is accompanied by various advantages:

On the one hand, a wall element can be produced lying down if needed, optionally on. 

a completely planar underlying surface. The later wall is then ideally planar. 

Furthermore, a maximum strength of the framework can be achieved by the use of 

concrete or another curing material, if needed. rebar or another reinforcement can be 

incorporated into the concrete. Furthermore, such a construction method is very 

simple, because labor-intensive or difficult activities such as drilling or pegging are 

completely superfluous. For the external planking, fixing dements such as screws or

2



the like can optionally also be incorporated into the regions of the framework before

the pouring of the concrete. In addition, ah installations can be integrated directly into

the wail without any effort., in particular ah pipes or lines.

The invention may be refined such that a wall is firstly put together and preassembled 

while lying on a table.

The invention recommends that during the horizontal preassembly, the plate-shaped 

wall structure elements lie lowermost.

The elongated anchoring parts can have a design such that, after the solidification of 

the curable compound, they are fixed in. a formfitting manner therein, in particular in 

relation to vertical tensile stresses.

It is within the scope of the invention that the elongated anchoring parts, after the 

solidification of the curable compound, are removably fixed therein, in particular m 

the form of screws, which can be unscrewed from, the solidified compound by 

rotational movements.

If the elongated anchoring parts have a coating which prevents sticking to the cured 

compound, for example, a thinly applied oil, thus, for example, screw-shaped 

anchoring parts are permanently captured m the longitudinal direction thereot by trie 

third binder matrix, while a screwing movement is still possible and in this manner, 

for example, a removal of a plate-shaped wall element is possible if needed.

A further construction guideline states that the formwork for the supporting 

framework made of pillars and/or struts is formed as profiles having a U-shaped 

cross-section.

During the execution of the invention, it is recommended that the cross-sectionally U- 

shaped shutterings for the supporting framework be placed on the plate-shaped wan 

structural elements such that the opening of the “U” faces toward the plate-shaped 

wall structural elements.

3
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called timbered houses). However, the post-arid-beam construction is also especially
to be encountered in particularly tall buildings, where the framework often consists of

steel or concrete reinforced with steel (so-calseu nigii-nse ouiimngb;.

One disadvantage of such a skeleton construction having a supponmg ιι<ιώυΛυΐ&. 

made of steel and/or concrete is that such a framework is only paneled tarer on 
location, which is additionally linked to a substantial effort because of the hard and/or 

brittle consistency of steel and concrete.

In spite of these disadvantages, the invention uses a matrix naving a curing umoei ·+, 

in particular concrete, for the framework 2, i.e, for the pillars 3 and struts.

The various pillars 3 and/or struts are firstly connected to one anotner curing me 

assembly by a plate-shaped wall element 5, which extends m the wait plane, m the 

case of an external wall preterably along tne inner wall suiiaco.

In the scope of the construction according to the invention, pre-ma.nm.acmi mg van 
take place, for example, in a factory, but if needed also on location at a construction 

site. In this case, individual wall segments are pre-manufactured, winch are men omy 

joined together at tne construction i.

The preassembly of a wall segment is preferably performed lying down, m particular 

on a table of sufficient size. The lowermost layer of a wall segment to be 

preassembled is formed by a plate-shaped wall element 5 in this ease, which later 

remains permanently in the wall segment. The plate-shaped wall element 5 is later to 

external! v delimit a cavity for accommodating a bulk material oi otnex urnag, uu uxu 

other hand, it is to connect the pillars 3 and/or struts of the framework 2 to one 
another and thus stiffen them, and finally it is to keep moisture away from the actual 

wall surface.

Therefore, plates made of wood, for example, plywood plates such as veueci piym.».w 
plates, biockboard or lammboard plates or laminated timber plates, also called cross

laminated timber plates; furthermore chipboard plates, m particular ononcu

6
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binder matrix 4 does not adhere to the screws 6, 18 [sic] or other elongated fixing 

means, but rather only flows around them in a formfitting manner. This has the 

advantage that the screws 6, 17 can be removed if needed from the cured binder 4 of 

the pillars 3 or struts of the framework 2, in particular by unscrewing; however, these 

screws 6, 17 can just as well be screwed back in again, and in each case without 

pegging.

Furthermore, before the curing of the binder, still .further mounting parts can be 

plugged into the cavities provided by the grooves 10, for example, bracket-type 

anchoring means for installing toilet seats, washbasins, or the like, but also connecting 

brackets for connecting such a wall segment to an adjacent wall segment.

After the curing of the binder matrix 4, the framework 2 is stiff per se; the pillars 3 are 

connected via the screws 6 to the plate-shaped wail elements ή and possibly to turtner 

struts of the framework 2. If necessary, inner iron rods ensure, as a reinforcement, a 

further increased strength of the wall segments preassembled in this manner. The 
assemblies can therefore now be transported in this state to the construction she, if the 

preassembly has taken place on a factory site. The preassembled wall segment 

assemblies are set up and aligned on. location and connected to adjacent wall 

segments, for example, by screwing together connecting oracxeis emoenoeo. m me 

concrete in the framework 2, which can then be mortared in using cement or the like, 

for example, to connect the various framework parts 2 of adjacent wall segments to 

one another in a formfitting and integrally-joined manner.

If this has been performed and if all wall segments for a construction section have 

been built in this manner, for example, in a next work step, the installation of 

electrical, water, gas, and heating units can be performed; these measures can also 

already be prepared at the factory, however. ■

The installation of such units is indicated in Figures 3 to 5:

For example, for an electric installation according to Figure 3, holes can be cut into 

the plate-shaped wall element 5 at the desired pomts and electrical sockets can be 

placed therein, for example, for wab lamps 19, power outlets, swttcues, etc. me

9



laving of the cable 20 is perfonned on the Bat side 8 of the Pfete-shaPed wall elements

5 feeing toward the framework 2, either directly or in cable conceits fastened tneieon,

so that the cables 20 could be replaced later. Cables 20 or cade conduits can ue

screwed by means of screws or clamps or the like directly onto the ttat side 8 oi me

plate-shaped wall elements a.

Figure 4 shows that even water tanks 21 for flushing toilets can be mounted on the fiat 

side 8 between, two pillars 3. In this case, however, the anchoring - and also the 

mechanical anchoring for a toilet seat 22 itself - is better perfonned on the stmts or 

pillars 3 of the framework 2 itself, for example, on anchoring brackets embedded in 

concrete therein - which protrude out of the relevant snutrenng pan y. i ne watei 

supply lines 23 and/or the wastewater lines 24 can also be anchoreo directly on tne uat 

sides 8 of the plate-shaped wall elements 5 lacing toward me rraraeworx z.

It is apparent from Figure 5 that fittings, for example, valves 25 interconnected m. a 
water supply Ime 23, can also be fastened on the flat sides 8 of the plate-shaped wall 

elements 5, as well as other fittings, for example, water taps or connections for a 

shower 26 or the like.

After all installations are completed, the intermediate spaces between aujauem 

shuttering bodies 9 are dosed in the region ot the outer sides 15 mereol oy means or 

elates 27. These plates 27 can each extend between two channels in, wnicn. race 
toward one another, of adjacent pillars 3 or struts of the framework 2 They can be 

held at the positions thereof by brackets laid under tne cover element, wruen 

encompass the inserted plates 2 /.

The elates 27 are preferably plates made of a mineral material such as stone, concrete, 

clinker brick, wood, or the like, which can immediately also be used as the external 

fegade. If a further facade is to be hung in front, the plates 27 can also consist or other 

materials, for example, plastic or hard loam.

If the plates 27 are anchored on locatmn, the cavity 28 remainmg between the fiat side 

ii of the date-shaped wall elements 5, the pillars 3 or struts of the framework 2. and

10



the inserted plates 27 is filled with a bulk material 29, for example, with sand.

A plasterboard pi ate 31 or clay building plate or the like can also be screwed onto the 

flat side 30 of the plate-shaped wall elements 5 facing toward the room for the 

purpose of internal construction, or the plate-shaped wall elements a are immediately 

wallpapered, for example. Instead of a plasterboard plate 31, profiled boards made of 

wood can also be screwed directly onto the completely planar wall construction plate

5.

Ln summary, the advantages of the invention may oe attn outed to me laci uiai me 

shuttering element 9, together with the plate-shaped wall elements 5, encloses a 

cavity, into which screws 6, 17 extend from various sides. After the pouring of 

concrete or similar curing material 4 into the cavity and. curing ot this material -g me 

screws 6, 17 have the relevant material 4 flow directly around them and are thus 

solidly held. If an antistick agent is used, it is additionally possible that the screws 6, 

17 are solidly anchored in the binder matrix 4, but are nonetheless detachable 

therefrom.

Various installation elements 19-26 can be laid and/or mounted m the compartments 

between the various shuttering elements and/or the cured concrete pillars 3 or 

supports, for example, lines 20, power outlets and other electrical material· water 

supply and drainage pipes 23, 24, and possibly rinsing containers 21.

The individual wall segments are completely planar due to the horizontal 

preassembly.

h- that the compaitments are closed using further plate elements 27 on the outer or 

rear sides thereof after the final assembly on location, and the remaining cavities 28 

are filled, good sound insulation and/or thermal insulation additionally results, wmle 

the concrete pillars 3 ensure sufficient stability of the wall segments, so that they can 

no longer deform and remain exactly planar.

11



List of reference numerals

1 (partial) building or construction

2 framework

3 pillars

4 cured binder

5 plate-shaped wall element

6 screws

7 free shaft end

8 flat side

9 shuttering element

10 groove

11 middle web

12 lateral leg

13 free end face

14 channel

15 outer side
16 cover element

17 screws

18 free shaft end

19 wall lamp

20 cable
21 water tank .

22 toilet seat

23 water supply line
24 wastewater line

25 valve

26 shower

27 plate

28 cavity
29 bulk material
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method for producing an exterior wall of a building having a supporting framework

made of at least one pillar, characterized by the following steps:

a) providing plate-shaped wall elements comprising an inner surface and an outer 

surface, wherein a plurality of elongated anchoring screws extend from the outer 

surface of the plate-shaped wall elements into regions to be occupied by the at 

least one pillar such that free ends of the plurality of elongated anchoring screws 

protrude into the regions to be occupied by the at least one pillar;

b) providing at least one shuttering element to surround the regions to be occupied 

by the at least one pillar such that the at least one shuttering element provides a 

shuttering for the at least one pillar to be formed behind the plate-shaped wall 

elements;

c) forming the at least one pillar by filling regions defined by the at least one 

shuttering element with a loadbearing, curing compound, such that the curing 

compound flows around the plurality of elongated anchoring screws used in step 

a);

d) before or after step a), and at latest after curing of the compound poured in step c), 

the plate-shaped wall elements are set up, fixed, and aligned such that the inner 

surface of the plate-shaped wall elements face an interior of the building;

e) mounting installation elements on the outer surface of the plate-shaped wall 

elements, such that the installation elements face an exterior of the building;

f) mounting facade plates to the at least one pillar such that the facade plates face 

the exterior of the building, and such that an intermediate space exists between the 

plate-shaped wall elements and the facade plates;

g) filling the intermediate space between the plate-shaped wall elements, the at least 

one pillar, the installation elements and the facade plates with a bulk material;

h) wherein construction of the exterior wall commences at the plate-shaped wall 

elements facing the interior of the building;

i) wherein after solidification of the curable compound, the plurality of elongated 

anchoring screws are detachably fixed therein such that the plurality of elongated
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anchoring screws are configured to be unscrewed from the solidified curable 

compound by rotational movements.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the solidification of the curable 

compound the plurality of elongated anchoring screws are fixed in a form-fitting manner 

therein in relation to vertical tensile stresses.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the exterior wall comprises at least two pillars, 

and further wherein the exterior wall comprises at least one strut extending between the at 

least two pillars.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the installation elements comprise at least one 

selected from the group consisting of power, water and heating.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of elongated anchoring screws 

comprise a coating, which prevents sticking to the cured compound.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the coating comprises a thinly applied oil.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the exterior wall is at least one of initially 

joined together or preassembled lying on a table.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the plate-shaped wall elements lie lowermost 

during a horizontal preassembly.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the at least one shuttering element is formed as 

profiles having a U-shaped cross-section.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the at least one cross-sectionally U-shaped 

shuttering element is mounted to the plate-shaped wall elements such that an opening of
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the U-shape is a groove therein, faces toward the inner surface of the plate-shaped wall

elements.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the at least one cross-sectionally U-shaped 

shuttering element is mounted to the plate-shaped wall elements such that the at least one 

cross-sectionally U-shaped shuttering element overlaps one or more of the plurality of 

elongated anchoring screws.

12. The method according to claim 9, wherein each said at least one cross-sectionally U- 

shaped shuttering element has a channel on longitudinal edges thereof connecting a 

middle web of the U-shape to one lateral leg in each case, for accommodating the edges 

of facade plates or other construction plates.

13. The method according to claim 9, wherein the at least one cross-sectionally U-shaped 

shuttering element is penetrated by further anchoring parts, which extend from a raised 

region of a middle web between two channels thereof for accommodating facade plates 

or other construction plates up into a cavity within the U-shape.
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